
Session 2

Architectural considerations

in a HW implementation

2.1 Purpose

In the previous lab session you designed FIR and IIR filters with different specifi-
cations. The filters were simulated for finite word length effects. The purpose of
this lab session is to design and implement different filter architectures in hardware
with fixed word lengths.

There are various possible implementations of a DSP algorithm. Depending
on the performance requirements, two extreme cases can be distinguished: time-
multiplexed and hardware-mapped implementation. There are also hybrid ap-
proaches where the number of processing elements is smaller than the number of
(complex) operations to be performed to calculate one output sample.

In this session, the filters are to be described in a more practical manner with
the use of a hardware description language. Different hardware architectures will
be analyzed and compared with the theoretical performance figures.

2.2 Hardware-mapped vs. time-multiplexed

Figure 2.1 shows a hardware-mapped implementation of an FIR filter. The basic
operation of this algorithm is shaded in gray, that is, a multiplication, followed by
an addition and a register. The output is simply a superposition of partial products.
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Figure 2.1: Basic operation in an FIR filter.

A time-multiplexed version is depicted in Figure 2.2. It basically consists of
a multiply-accumulate (MAC) unit that iteratively calculates an output sample.
Here, the input samples x = {x(k), x(k − 1), . . . , x(k −m)} are held in a memory
and a specific sample x has to be selected to be multiplied with the respective
coefficient h. After an iteration is completed and an output sample is created,
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the accumulate buffer is cleared and the next iteration can begin. Now, the input
memory is updated with a new sample, that is, x = {x(k+1), x(k), . . . , x(k−m+1)},
and the accumulation starts over again.
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Figure 2.2: Multiply-accumulate unit in a time-multiplexed architecture.

Following are the area and speed properties for the filter.

1. Hardware-mapped implementation

• One output sample is calculated in each clock cycle

• Utilizes (m+ 1) fixed multipliers, m adders, and m registers

• Throughput fixed, size depends on m

• Each pipeline stage can be optimized separately

2. Time-multiplexed implementation

• One output sample is calculated in (m+ 1) clock cycles

• Utilizes 1 flexible multiplier, 1 adder, and 1 register

• Throughput depends on m, size fixed

• Has to be designed for maximum word length wdyn

Note that a synthesis tool can utilize redundancies to minimize the size of a fixed
multiplier whereas a flexible multiplier must be capable of providing the result of
any input combinations. Hence, fixed multipliers will always be smaller than flexible
ones of the same size. For an extreme case, consider a multiplication by one, which
is simply a feed-through of wires in a fixed multiplier. A flexible multiplier, however,
still has to provide the complete combinatorial logic.

2.3 From Design to Implementation

A hardware description language is a programming language that describes the
behavior of electronic circuits. Such languages can, with the help of Computer
Aided Design (CAD) tools, be translated into physical electronic components such
as transistors, capacitors, resistances, etc.

The design of integrated circuits is typically classified as analog, digital and
mixed-signal. This laboratory session is focused exclusively on digital design, more
specifically in design and implementation for Application Specific Integrated Circuit
(ASIC) and Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA).

2.3.1 ASIC

The ASIC is a custom made circuit, typically designed with the help of standard
cells. The standard cells are a collection of individual cells that carry the phys-
ical behavior of a certain specific process. Although not carried out explicitly, a
synthesized net-list would be ready for Place and Route, where logic is graphically
placed, power, ground, and clock nets are inserted, and I/O cells are added. This
description could then be sent to a chip manufacturer to fabricate the ASIC.
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Figure 2.3: Catapult C Design Flow.

2.3.2 FPGA

Belonging to the group of programmable logic devices, an FPGA is based on dif-
ferent key elements that provide a certain degree of design freedom to an engineer.
Behavior is implanted by programming the device with a bit file containing a de-
scription of how these elements are connected. The bit file contains:

• Regular array of basic logic cells

• Special I/O logic cells as an interface to the “outside world”

• Programmable interconnect scheme forming the wiring between logic cells

Since there is a trend towards System-on-Chip, modern devices also contain some
on-chip memory and even microprocessor kernels.

The FPGA used in the laboratory is based on SRAM-technology, which means
that the programmed information is lost when the power supply is removed. Hence,
the chip has to be reconfigured at every startup. However, a big advantage of this
architecture is that it can be easily reprogrammed and therefore reused, either by
designers during (rapid) prototyping or by customers to upgrade running systems.

2.4 Hardware Behavioral Description

Catapult C is a high-level description language, based on ANSI C/C++, that can be
translated to VHDL for further synthesis for ASIC or FPGA. Figure 2.3 shows the
design flow using catapult. The circuit’s behavior is described at the top with ANSI
C/C++. Once functionality in C++ is verified. Hardware constraints need to be
specified, and Catapult translates the functional architecture from ANSI C/C++
to hardware components, this step is illustrated in the figure by the square named
Interface synthesis. RTL synthesis is performed on the RTL verified architecture
created by catapult and final synthesis towards either ASIC or FPGA can be re-
alized. A significant advantage of using Catapult design flow is that different RTL
Architectures can be explored from the same functionality originated in the ANSI
C/C++ behavioral description.

Along this lab session we will use Catapult as a tool to explore various hardware
architectures, however it is not in the lab’s objectives to go deep into the description
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of what the tool is capable to do. If you feel interested in learning more about
Catapult synthesis, you start in the following link.

http://www.mentor.com/esl/catapult/overview

2.5 What to do?

Download the file from the course website to a folder within your home directory,
uncompress the file with the following command.

tar xvfz lab2-2011.tar.gz

The uncompressed file contains the following directory structure:

• fpga: Scripts needed to synthesize generated RTL into a specific FPGA.

• Matlab: Scripts to generate reference data for Catapult-C testbench.

• source: Catapult-C Source code directory.

• stimuli: Directory with input and reference data.

Initialize the design environment by typing

inittde dsp2011

Compulsory assignments

• From the previous lab session and course notes, read and analyze the differ-
ences between the different FIR architectures. that is, direct form, transposed,
time multiplexed pipelined, etc...

• The Matlab script “matlab/lab2.m” contains a simple script to generate the
filter parameters and reference data. Open it in Matlab, run it and make sure
you understand it.

• Analyze the source files under “source” directory and see how it relates to the
behavior of an FIR structure. Analyze how input data and coefficients are fed
to the design and what format they have.

• Ask yourself questions like, what is word-lengths of the data and coefficients?,
how many coefficients are there?, would they become fixed or generic multi-
pliers when synthesized?, etc...

2.5.1 Project initialization

1. Invoke Catapult from your lab2 directory by typing “catapult” and enter.

2. We will use a verification flow called SCVerify. This flow would allows us to
test our Catapult C function with a c++ testbench.

To enable SCVerify verification flow go to the “Flow Manager” tab. See
Figure 2.4.

3. Click on the flow “SCVerify”.

4. Click on “Enable”, highlighted with a red square in Figure 2.4

5. Click “Apply”.

http://www.mentor.com/esl/catapult/overview
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Figure 2.4: SCVerify Selection.

Figure 2.5: Inserting files in current project.

6. Add the file “fir direct.cpp”, “fir.h” and “tb fir.cpp” as shown in Figure 2.5.
Make sure to click on the Exclude check box for the file “tb fir.cpp”, this will
tell Catapult tool to ignore the testbench for synthesis.

7. Click the “Setup Design” icon in the task bar.

8. In the technology constraint, set the following settings:

• Synthesis Tool: Design Compiler

• Sample: 65nm library (Base ASIC library)

• 100 MHz Design Frequency

9. In the “constraint editor” tab select the function ”void fir(fxc t *, fxi t *, fxo t
*)”, which is located under the file name “fir direct.cpp”. And check the box
named Top design. This is to indicate catapult that this will be our top-level
design.

10. Click “Apply”.

By now we had created a project named “Catapult” by default. We also had
included the functional behavioral model of our FIR and we had selected the
target technology to be synthesized. Note that different technologies have
different characteristics in terms of area, speed, etc. Those characteristics
result in different RTL implementations depending on the design’s initial con-
straints. In this example, we take 65nm ASIC library, just as a typical case,
but in a real implementation, the selected technology is typically a design
parameter and rarely can be chosen by the designer.
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Figure 2.6: Setup Design.

2.5.2 Catapult verification

In this section we invoke the C++ testbench to compare the output from the
FIR function created with Catapult-C to that of the reference data created
from the Matlab script (“matlab/lab2.m”). The testbench will also create a
new file named “stimuli/cat output.dat”, where each output generated from
the Catapult function will be stored, this will be useful for posterior debugging.

11. In order to generate the verification folder, we need to click on “Architecture
Constraints” icon in the task bar. Then a folder named Verification will be
created in the “Project Files” sub window.

12. Click the plus sign of the Verification folder to expand it.

13. Open the folder gcc 4.2.2.

14. Run the testbench by double clicking on the file “Original Design + Test-
bench”, as shown in Figure 2.7.

If the testbench had been compiled and executed successfully, The following
message will show at the “Message” sub-window. Otherwise an error message
will be printed.

Testbench Ended!

Figure 2.7: Compile testbench.

If no error is reported, clearly, there are no syntax nor compiling errors on
the code. It is also an indication that the output of the Catapult-C func-
tion matches that of the reference data. In other words, the behavior of the
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function is that of the one describing the FIR we want. But we have not yet
specified any architectural constraint to that filter. In the following subsec-
tions we will implement several hardware architectures based on the original
behavioral model described by the Catapult-C function.

2.5.3 FIR time multiplexed

In this Section the FIR described in ANSI C/C++ code will be transformed
into a time-multiplexed architecture of the FIR with a single multiply-accumulate
element.

15. Catapult can interpret arrays as memories, in the file “src/fir direct.cpp” we
have a “SHIFT” loop where we are declaring our delay chain as an static
array, in order to tell the tool that we actually need a chain of “flip-flops”
we need to completely unroll the “SHIFT” loop. In order to do so, Select
Architecture Constraint in the task bar, click on the “SHIFT” loop and select
Unroll as seen in the Figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8: Unroll SHIFT loop.

16. In Catapult, the main function is seen as an infinite loop that can be translated
into a state machine. By default any state machine will have at least two states
(wait and execute). Since we would like to have a sample computed on every
iteration, we want to get rid of the wait state in the main loop. For that we
use a loop pipeline stage in the main loop so that a sample is produced every
iteration and not every other iteration. Loop pipeline in Catapult is not the
same pipeline that RTL designers use. This concept will be explained in more
detailed on the unfolded version in Section 2.5.4.

Click on the fir main function and click on “Pipeline”, with initialization
interval = 1, as seen in the Figure below.

Figure 2.9: Pipeline function main.

17. Click on “Apply”

18. Click on “Schedule” icon in the task bar

19. The schedule tab will open. Click on the “Expand all” button and you should
see something similar to what is shown in Figure 2.10.
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Figure 2.10: Time multiplexed fir schedule.

The schedule tab shows all the elements needed for the intended architecture
allocated within clock cycles. In the Figure, the grayed cycles represent all
the transaction that have to be implemented but do not require any execution
time, such as, assignments of variables. The “¡=” represent operation of
read/write to IO interfaces, “+” represent generic addition, “*” a generic
multiplier, “&”an AND gate, and “M” a multiplexer.

20. Now that we had seen the Gant diagram, and agreed in the way the hardware
elements are scheduled, we synthesize the design and generate the VHDL
code describing the hardware components. We synthesize by clicking on the
“Generate RTL” icon in the task bar. Later in this lab we will inspect these
generated hardware, but for now, we will continue to generate and synthesize
other architectures.

21. Open the summary table and answer the following questions

(a) What is the latency of the produced circuit in terms of clock cycles?

(b) What is the throughput of the circuit in terms of throughput cycles? ,
that is, how many clock cycles are required for each output to be calcu-
lated?

2.5.4 FIR Unfolded

In this Section the FIR described by the Catapult-C code will be transformed
into a completely unfolded architecture.

22. We start by changing the architecture constraints, click on “Architecture Con-
straints” icon in the task bar.

23. In the constraints window, click on MAC loop, then select Unroll, as seen in
Figure 2.11.

24. Click on “Apply”.

25. Click on “Schedule” icon in the task bar.

26. By completely unrolling both SHIFT and MAC loops, we are creating a full
parallel architecture where all computation is done in one clock cycle, as shown
in Figure 2.12. Note that in comparison to the time-multiplexed architecture,
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Figure 2.11: MAC Loop unrolled.

the unfolded version produces no multiplexers, and the number of multipliers
equals the number of taps in the filter, which implies that all multiplications
are done within the same loop iteration or clock cycle.

The fir main loop consists of two cycles C1 and C2. C1 contains all the
execution while C2 is empty, this is due to Catapult default loop structure
which considers any loop as a two states process (execution and wait).

Since we checked the loop pipeline box for the fir main loop, Catapult overlaps
the execution state of the current iteration with the wait state of the following
iteration.

The Loop Pipeline concept is analogous to processor instruction pipeline, that
is, while the current instruction is on execution, the future instruction is being
fetched and the previous instruction’s results is being stored.

In the Figure 2.10 only one iteration is depicted, execution state (C1) corre-
sponding to the following iteration (not shown in Figure), would overlap the
wait state of the current iteration (C2). In that way there is a execution state
on operation all the time and consequently, output data is produced at every
iteration.

If you click on the elements in the schedule you will see dark green arrows
showing the dependencies between the different elements. If you hover the
mouse over the top of the elements you will see its individual characteristics
(type, size, area, delay, ...). Notice that since we completely unfolded the
MAC loop, there are as many multipliers as number of coefficients. Also
the multiplexers elements were automatically removed, since there is more
than one multiply-accumulate unit, the need of multiplexers is automatically
suppressed by the tool.

Figure 2.12: Schedule FIR unfolded.

27. Synthesize the catapult generated schedule into hardware components by
clicking on the “Generate RTL” icon in the task bar.

28. Click on the icon “RTL schematic” on the top-right of Catapult GUI window.

29. A schematic diagram will open with a block named fir proc, double click
fir proc in order to go down one level in the schematic drawing. You should
be able to see the RTL component level schematic.
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30. In the “project files” window, double click on the folder element called “Crit-
ical Path”, under “Output Files” → “Schematics” and examine if the critical
path is what is expected from a fully unfolded FIR architecture. Note that
the critical path does not go trough the all the adders, the tool automatically
reduces the critical path by building a adder three rather than a chain of
adders.

31. Answer the following questions

(a) What is the latency of the produced circuit in terms of clock cycles?

(b) What is the throughput of the circuit in terms of throughput cycles?, that
is, how many clock cycles are required for each output to be calculated?

2.5.5 FIR Pipelined

In this Section the FIR described by the Catapult C code will be transformed
into a completely unfolded architecture with pipeline stages. We previously
mentioned loop pipeline in Catapult is not the same pipeline RTL designers
use. Loop pipeline in Catapult is analogous to the pipelining in a CPU, where
the second iteration/operation is started before the first one finishes. However,
we will apply a traditional pipeline, that is, a pipeline stage is introduced in
a forward cut-set in order to break the critical path of a determined circuit.

32. The architecture constraints remain the same as in Section 2.5.4, but we want
the circuit able to run much faster. In order to do so, we will need to change
Design constraints, more specifically the design speed, we do this by click on
the icon “Setup Design” in the tool-bar and changing the design frequency to
800 MHz. Catapult will automatically insert pipeline stages when it realizes
the circuit does not meet timing requirements.

33. In the “constraint editor” select the function ”void fir(fxc t *, fxi t *, fxo t
*)”, which is located under the file name “fir direct.cpp”. And check the box
named Top design. This is to indicate catapult that this will be our top-level
design.

34. Click on “Apply”.

35. Click on the icon “Schedule” in the tool bar.

36. The Schedule window will open. You should be able to see that the unfolded
architecture is spread across multiple iterations, or clock cycles. As shown in
Figure 2.13

Figure 2.13: Schedule for Unfolded FIR with Pipeline forward cutsets.
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37. Synthesize the catapult generated schedule into hardware components, by
clicking on the “Generate RTL” icon in the task bar.

38. Open the schematic by clicking on the “RTL Schematic” icon at top-right of
the window and identify where the pipeline stages where introduced.

39. Answer the following questions

(a) What is the latency of the produced circuit in terms of clock cycles?

(b) What is the throughput of the circuit in terms of throughput cycles?, that
is, how many clock cycles are required for each output to be calculated?

2.5.6 Architecture Comparison

In the “Table” tab you will find a table with the three solutions we just
created, v1 corresponding to the time-multiplexed architecture, v2 for the
unfolded architecture and v3 for the unfolded pipelined. Analyze the numbers
in relation to the specific implementation and answer the following questions.

(a) Which architecture is best for Area saving purposes?

(b) Which architecture is best for throughput?

(c) In which cases you would prefer the pipelined architecture over the un-
folded version?

2.6 FIR transposed with Fixed coefficients

By now, you had learned the basics of Catapult-C synthesis flow and a few basic
design and architecture constraints applied to a FIR in its direct form description.
In the following part of the lab, you will design and synthesize your own FIR filter
in transposed form with the following constraints:

• Completely unfolded architecture (Fully parallel, no multiplexers).

• ASIC technology 65nm with clock frequency equal to 100MHz.

• Fc = 0.25.

• Filter order = 15.

• Coefficient and Input word length of 8 bits.

• No quantization noise in the circuit that is, , the output is not scaled, rounded
or quantized by any means.

Modify the source code accordingly to comply with the filter specifications.

Hints

• You will need to modify the Matlab script to generate new coefficients and
reference data according to the new specifications. Change the number of
coefficients, the number of bits for input and coefficient representation ac-
cordingly.

• Copy and rename the file “fir direct.cpp” to “fir transposed.cpp”.
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• The new filter specification uses only fixed multipliers. The coefficients are
not input parameters to the Catapult-C function as in the previous example.
In the new filter the coefficients must be hard-coded within the filter function.
For this purpose, you will need to modify the files “fir direct.cpp”, “fir.h” and
change the call of the function on the testbench file “tb fir.cpp”.

• When the testbench file “tb fir.h” is executed, produces a file containing the
output’s values of the Catapult C function and will be store under “stim-
uli/cat output.dat”, read that output in Matlab with the function “dlmread”
in order to perform debugging of your function. You can also use c++ stan-
dard output stream “cout” within the testbench to output messages in the
Catapult-C message window.

Demonstration

Catapult creates RTL that can be downloaded into an FPGA or further synthesized
towards an ASIC fabrication. The teaching assistant will carry out a demonstration
with one of the filters created in the lab session.
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